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CHAPTER 1

The civilianization or militarization of science?
If truth is what is verifiable, the truth of contemporary
science is not so much the extent of progress achieved as
the scale of technical catastrophes occasioned.
Science, after having been carried along for almost half
a century in the arms race of the East-West deterrence era,
has developed solely with a view to the pursuit of limit

performances, to the detriment of any effort to discover a
coherent truth useful to humanity.
Modern science, having progressively become techno

science

-

the product of the fatal confusion between the

operational instrument and exploratory research

-

has slipped its

philosophical moorings and lost its way, without anyone
taking umbrage at this, except for a few ecological and reli
gious leaders. 1

1 Pope John Paul II was criticizing the militarization of science
and its culture of death as early as the late 19805.
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Indeed, if the 'experience of thought' does in fact lie at

Science, which was once a rigorous field thriving on

the origin of the experimental sciences, we cannot but

intellectual adventure, is today bogged down in a techno

notice today the decline of that analogue mental process, in

logical adventurism that denatures it. 'Science of the

favour of instrumental, digital procedures, which are capa

excess', of extremes - a limit-science or the limit of sci

ble, we are told, of boosting knowledge.

ence?

Operational reality of the technical instrument, resolutory

As everyone knows, that which is excessive is insignifi

truth of scientific thought - two fundamentally distinct
aspects of knowledge, which are fused here without anyone

cant. 'Science without conscience is mere ruination of the
soul' (Rabelais), and a techno-science without a con

apparendy becoming alerted to the situation.

sciousness of its impending end is, however unwittingly,

Science, which is not so attached to 'truth' as once it

merely a sport.

was, but more to immediate 'effectiveness', is now drifting

'Extreme sports' - those in which one deliberately risks

towards its decline, its civic fall from grace . . . . As a panic

one's life on the pretext of achieving a record performance.

phenomenon - a fact concealed by the success of its

'Extreme science' - the science which runs the incalcu

devices and tools - contemporary science is losing itself in

lable risk of the disappearance of all science. As the tragic

the very excessiveness of its alleged progress. Much as a

phenomenon of a knowledge which has suddenly become

strategic offensive can wear itself out by the scale of its

cybernetic, this techno-science becomes, then, as mass

tactical conquests, so techno-science is gradually wrecking

techno-culture, the agent not, as in the past, of the accel

the scholarly resources of all knowledge.

eration of history, but of the dizzying whirl of the acceleration

Like an Olympic sport in which the performance drugs,
the anabolic steroids and such like, destroy the meaning of

of reality - and that to the detriment of all verisimilitude.
Only

a

few

centuries

after

having

been,

with

the athletes' effort by an abuse of the pharmacopoeia,

Copernicus and Galileo, the science of the appearance of a rel

extreme science is moving away from patient research into

ative truth, techno-science is once again becoming a science

reality to become part of a phenomenon of generalized vir

of the disappearance of that same truth with the coming of a

tualization.

knowledge which is not so much encyclopaedic as cyber

After having been drawn, against its own better nature,

netic, a knowledge which denies all objective reality.

into the planetary death race of the 'balance of terror',

Thus, after having largely contributed to speeding up

'post-modern' science is now engaging in a new type of

the various means for the representation of the world, with

competition that is equally insane: a race to achieve limit
performances in thefields of robotics or genetic engineering, which

optics, electro-optics and even the recent establishment of
the space of virtual reality, contemporary sciences are

in its turn draws the various scientific disciplines on to the

engaging, a contrario, in the eclipsing of the real, in the

path of a 'post-scientific extremism' that exiles them from

aesthetics of scientific disappearance.

all reason.

A science of verisimilitude, of the plausible, still attached to
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the discovery of a relative truth? Or a science of implausibil

ity, committed today to the research and development of a
heightened virtual reality ? This is the alternative we are
offered.
In fact,the only scientific horizon is authenticity,the
experimental rigour of researchers. Unfortunately,we
know what media abuses surround certain 'discoveries'.
We know the promotional character of the premature
announcement of the results of a particular experiment,
when what is really going on is little more than an exercise
in the conditioning of public opinion by an extremist sci
ence. That science is now concerned less with truth than
with the effect created by the announcement of a new dis
covery - though not,as used to be the case,a genuine
discovery serving the common good.
In illustration of these disenchanted remarks,we may
usefully criticize the carefully sustained confusion between
the sporting hero and the scientist, between the adventurer
who pushes himself violently to his physical limits and the
white-coated adventurer who pushes himself to the ethical
limits,the adventurer who experiences the elation of risk
ing not just his own death,but that of the human race.
Let us examine,for example,the Bob Dent-Philip
Nitschke affair. On Thursday 26 September 1996, Bob
Dent,a cancer patient in his sixties,was the first person to
make use of an Australian law which had been in force
since 1 July of the same year: the so-called Terminal Act.2
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Linked to a computer managing his IV system,Dent
said 'yes' a first time to the machine developed by his
doctor,Philip Nitschke.
Mter a period of nine days,as laid down by law,he
clicked on 'yes' a second time. The choice before him at
that point was: 'If you click on "yes",a lethal injection

will be administered within thirty seconds and you will
die!
From these facts taken as a whole - nine months to be
born without any choice in the matter,nine days to die
voluntarily,thirty seconds to change your mind - there arises
the question of the limits of science,of a science which is
here akin to therapeutic extinction. Is this the science of
programmed decease or computer-aided suicide?
There is much to be said about this 'decisional death' ,in
which the doctor's participation is confined to developing

a buck-passing machine, the cause of active euthanasia
advancing behind the mask of a cybernetic procedure for
inflicting sudden death.
A clinical example of the new virtualization of action,in
which remote electronic action wipes away the patient's guilt,
together with the scientist's responsibility.
Philip Nitschke, innocent of the crime of active
euthanasia,and no more responsible than a dealer in
firearms or knives,has managed to take advantage not just
of the ambiguity of the aptly named 'Terminal Act' ,but of
the nihilism of the coming cybernetic era.
Like Kasparov,the world chess champion,playing a
game against a computer specially designed to defeat him,

2 T he Northern Territory's Rights of the Terminally III Act
remained in force until 27 March 1997, when it was over
turned by the Australian federal government. (Thns.)

Philip Nitschke has just pioneered the creation of a new
'fatal' couple.
Let us not forget,however,that what took place
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between the doctor and his 'patient' - impatient, as it
happens, to put an end to his life - had already been in
play in the age of the balance of programmed terror, with
the system of 'Mutually Assured Destruction' (MAD)
between East and West, and the development - inter

CHAPTER 2

rupted by the implosion of the Soviet Union - of a
genuine 'doomsday machine' capable of deciding the pas
sive euthanasia of humanity by automatically triggering
the nuclear apocalypse.

Totality or all-inclusiveness? We can scarcely avoid the
question today of what is meant by the endlessly repeated
word globalization. Is this a term intended to take over
from the word internationalism, associated too closely
with communism, or, as is often claimed, is it a reference
to single-market capitalism?
Either answer is wide of the mark. After the 'end of his
tory', prematurely announced a few years ago by Francis
Fukuyama,l what is being revealed here are the beginnings
of the 'end of the space' of a small planet held in suspen
sion in the electronic ether of our modern means of
telecommunication.
Let us not forget that 'excellence is a completion'
(Aristotle), and perfect accomplishment a definitive con
clusion.

1 Francis Fukuyarna, The End of History and the Last Man,
Harnish Hamilton, London, 1992.
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The time of the finite world is coming to an end and,
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continents have lost their geographical foundations and

unless we are astronomers or geophysicists, we shall

been supplanted by the tele-continents of a global commu

understand nothing of the sudden 'globalization of his

nication system which has become quasi-instantaneous.

tory' if we do not go back to physics and the reality of the
moment.

After the extreme political importance assumed by the
geophysics of the globe over the history of societies sepa

To claim, as is now the case, that globalism illustrates

rated not so much by their national frontiers as by

the victory of free enterprise over totalitarian collectivism

communications distances and timelags, we have in recent

is to understand nothing of the current loss of time inter

times seen the transpolitical importance of this kind of

vals, the endless feedback, the telescoping of industrial or

meta-geophysics which the cybernetic interactivity of the

post-industrial activities.

contemporary world represents for us at the end of the

How are we to conceive the change wrought by com

twentieth century.

puterization if we remain tied to an ideological approach,

Since all presence is presence only at a distance, the tele-:

when the urgent need is in fact for a new geostrategic

presence of the era of the globalization of exchanges

approach to discover the scale of the phenomenon that is

could only be established across the widest possible gap.

upon us? And we need to do this to come back to the Earth

This is a gap which now stretches to the other side of the

not in the sense of the old earth which sustains and nour

world, from one edge to the other of present reality. But

ishes us, but of the unique celestial body we occupy. To

this is a meta-geophysical reality which strictly regulates the

return to the world, to its dimensions and to the coming loss

tele-continents of a virtual reality that monopolizes the

of those dimensions in the acceleration not now of history

greater part of the economic activity of the nations and,

(which, with the loss of local time, has just lost its concrete

conversely, destroys cultures which are precisely situated in

foundations), but of reality itself, with the new-found

the space of the physics of the globe.

importance of this world time, a time whose instantaneity

We are not seeing an 'end of history', but we are seeing

definitively cancels the reality of distances - the reality of

an end of geography. W hereas, until the transport revolu

those geographical intervals which only yesterday still orga

tion of the nineteenth century, the old time intervals

nized the politics of nations and their alliances, the

produced an auspicious distancing between the various

importance of which had been shown by the Cold War in

societies, in the age of the current transmission revolution,

the age of (East/West) bloc politics.

the ceaseless feedback of human activities is generating the

'Physics' and 'metaphysics' are two terms which have

invisible threat of an accident befalling this generalized

been current in philosophy and understood in that

interactivity - an accident of which the stock market crash

discipline since Aristotle, but what of geophysics and meta

might be a symptom.

geophysics? There is still doubt over the meaning of the

This point can be illustrated by a particularly significant

latter term, while the factual reality clearly shows that the

anecdote: in the last few years, or, more precisely, since the
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early 1990s, the Pentagon has taken the view that geostrat

way
which gave its name to the politics of nations, is giving
which
ity
meta-c
ed
to the virtual city, that de-territorializ
totali
is hence to become the site of that metropolitics, the
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egy is turning the globe inside out like a glove.
For American military leaders, the global is the interior
of a finite world whose very finitude poses many logistical

be
tarian or rather globalitarian character of which will

problems. And the local is the exterior, the periphery, if not

plain for all to see.

indeed the 'outer suburbs' of the world.
For the US general staff, then, the pips are no longer
inside the apples, nor the segments in the middle of the
orange: the skin has been turned inside out. The exterior is not
simply the skin, the surface of the Earth, but all that is in

situ, all that is precisely localized, wherever it may be.
There lies the great globalitarian transformation, the
transformation which extraverts localness - alliocalness -

its
We had no doubt forgotten that alongside wealth and
t
accumulation, there is speed and its concentration, withou

ed
which the centralization of the powers that have succeed
have
not
simply
quite
each other throughout history would
taken place: feudal and monarchic power, or the power of

rt
the national state, for which the acceleration of transpo
pop-:
d
disperse
of
ent
governm
the
made
and transmissions
ulations easier.

nation-state, but the city, the geopolitics of nations.

Today, with the new policy of trade globalization, the
city is foregrounded once more. As one of humanity's
for
major historic forms, the metropolis provides a focus
the vitality of the nations of the globe.
h
But this local city is now only a district, one boroug
among others of the invisible world meta-city whose

'For the first time,' declared President Clinton, 'there is no

(pascal).

and which does not now deport persons, or entire popula
tions, as in the past, but deports their living space, the place
where they subsist economically. A global de-localization,
which affects the very nature not merely of 'national', but of
'social' identity, throwing into question not so much the

longer any difference between domestic and foreign policy.'
No longer any distinction between the outside and the
inside - admittedly with the exception of the topological
reversal effected previously by the Pentagon and the State
Department.
In fact, this historic phrase spoken by the American
president ushers in the meta-political dimension of a
power which has become global and permits us to believe
that domestic policy will now be handled as external policy
was in the past.

The real city, which is situated in a precise place and

e'
'centre is every where and whose circumference nowher

The virtual hy percentre, of which real cities are only
ever the periphery. And, with the desertification of rural

space, this phenomenon is further accentuating the decline
of medium-sized towns, incapable of holding out for long
against the attraction of the metropoles, which have all the

telecommunications infrastructure, together with the high
a
speed air and rail links. The metropolitical phenomenon of
l
y
gradual
is
catastrophic human hy per-concentration that
coming to suppress the urgent need for a genuine geopolitics
of populations which were previously spread harmoniously
over the whole of their territories.
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To illustrate the recent consequences of domestic

the dawn of a particular form of day, which totally escapes

telecommunications for municipal politics, one last anec

the diurnal-nocturnal alternation that previously struc-

dote: since the sudden proliferation of mobile phones, the

tured history.

difficulty of a new kind.Whereas, in the past, drug dealing

With this false day, produced by the illumination of
telecommunications, an artificial sun r ises, an emergency

in its various forms was precisely situated in a number of

lighting sy stem which ushers in a new time: world time,

Los Angeles police have found themselves presented with a

districts that were easily monitored by the narcotics squads,

in which the simultaneity of actions should soon gain

those squads are now entirely defeated by the random and

precedence over their successive character.

essentially de-localized meetings between dealers and users

With visual (audiovisual) continuity progressively

who all have mobile phones and can meet wherever they

taking over from the territorial contiguity of nations,

decide - literally, anywhere.

which has now declined in importance, the political fron

A single technical phenomenon which both facilitates

tiers were themselves to shift from the real space of

metropolitan concentration and the dispersal of major risks - this

geopolitics to the 'real time' of the chronopolitics of the

needed to be borne in mind if, in the future (at all events,

transmission of images and sounds. Two complementary

very soon), a cybernetic control appropriate to domestic net

aspects of globalization have, then, to be taken into

works was to be developed ...hence the relendess advance

account today : on the one hand, the extreme reduction of

of the Internet, the recendy civilianized military network.

distances which ensues from the temporal compression
of transport and transmissions; on the other, the current

The more that time intervals are abolished, the more the

general spread of tete-surveillance. A new vision of a

image of space dilates: 'You would think that an explosion

world that is constandy 'tele-present' twenty-four hours a

had occurred all over the planet. The least nook and

day, seven day s a week, thanks to the artifice of this 'trans

cranny are dragged out of the shade by a stark light: wrote

horizon optics' which puts what was previously out of

Ernst Junger of that illumination which lights up the real

sight on display.

ity of the world.
The coming of the 'live', of 'direct transmission',

'The destiny of every image is enlargement,' declared
Gaston Bachelard. It is science, techno-science, which has

brought about by turning the limit-speed of waves to

taken responsibility for this fate of images. In the past, it

effect, transforms the old 'tele-vision' into a planetary

did so with the telescope and the microscope. In the

grand-scale optics.

future, it will do so with a domestic tele-surveillance that

With CNN and its various offihoots, domestic televi
sion has given way to tele-surveillance.

will exceed the stricdy

military

dimensions of this

This sudden focusing - a security-orientated phenom

phenomenon.
The exhaustion of the political importance of exten-

enon of the media monitoring of the life of nations - heralds

sion, which is a product of the unremarked pollution by
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acceleration of the life-size nature of the terrestrial globe,
demands the invention of a substitute grand-scale

optics.
This is an active (wave) optics, replacing in a thorough
going way the passive (geometric) optics of the era of
Galileo's spy-glass.And doing so as though the loss of the
horizon-line of geographical perspective imperatively
necessitated the establishment of a substitute horizon:
the 'artificial horizon' of a screen or a monitor, capable of
permanently displaying the new preponderance of the
media perspective over the immediate perspective of space.
With the relief of the 'tele-present' event then taking
precedence over the three dimensions of the volume of
objects or places here present ...
This helps us better to understand the sudden multipli
cation of those 'great lights'2 that are meteorological or
military observation satellites. The repeated sending into
orbit of communications satellites, the spread of metro
politan video-surveillance or, alternatively, the recent
development of live-cams on the Internet.

All this contributing, as we have seen, to the inversion
of the usual conceptions of inside and outside.
Finally, this generalized visualization is the defining
aspect of what is generally known today as virtualization.
The much-vaunted 'virtual reality' is not so much a
navigation through the cyberspace of the networks.It is,
first and foremost, the amplification of the optical

density of the appearances of the real world.

THE INFORMATION BOMB
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An amplification which attempts to compensate for
the contraction of distances on the Earth, a contraction
brought about by the temporal compression of instanta
neous telecommunications.In a world in which obligatory
tele-presence is submerging the immediate presence of
individuals (in work, trade, etc.), television can no longer
be what it has been for half a century: a place of entertain
ment or of the promotion of culture; it must, first and
foremost, give birth to the world time of exchanges, to
this virtual vision which is supplanting the vision of the real
world around us.

Grand-Scale 'franshorizon Optics is, therefore, the .
site of all (strategic, economic, political ...) virtualization.
Without it, the development of globalitarianism, which
is preparing to revive the totalitarianisms of the past,
would be ineffective.
To provide the coming globalization with relief, with
optical density, it is necessary not merely to connect up to
the cybernetic networks, but, most important, to split the
reality of the world in two.

As with stereoscopy and stereophony, which distinguish left
from right, bass from treble, to make it easier to perceive
audiovisual relief, it is essential today to effect a split in pri
mary reality by developing a stereo-reality, made up on the
one hand of the actual reality of immediate appearances and,
on the other, of the virtual reality of media trans-appear
ances.
Not until this new 'reality effect' becomes generally
accepted as commonplace will it be possible really to speak

2 'Grands luminaires': a reference to Genesis 1:16: 'And God
made two great lights.'

of globalization.
To manage at last to 'bring to light' an over-exposed
world, a world without dead angles, without 'areas of
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shadow' (like the micro-video which replaces both car

g market, which is not
speed of the single world advertisin

reversing lights and rear-view mirrors) - this is the objec

far off now.
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tive of the technologies of synthetic vision.
Since a picture is worth a thousand words, the aim of multi
media is to turn our old television into a kind of domestic

telescope for seeing, for foreseeing (in a manner not
unlike present weather-forecasting) the world that lies just
around the corner.
The aim is to make the computer screen the ultimate
window, but a window which would not so much allow
you to receive data as to view the horizon of globalization,
the space of its accelerated virtualization . . .
Let us now take an example whose significance is
widely misrecognized: that of 'live-cams' , those video
imaging devices which have been set up all over the place
and which are only accessible through the Internet.
Though apparendy aimless and insignificant, the phe
nomenon is nonetheless spreading to all parts of an
increasing number of countries: from San Francisco Bay to
jerusalem's Wailing Wall, by way of the offices and apart
ments of a few exhibitionists, the camera enables you to
discover in real time what is going on at the other end of
the planet at that very moment.
Here the computer is no longer simply a device for
consulting information sources, but an automatic vision

machine, operating within the space of an entirely virtual
ized geographical reality.
Some Internet enthusiasts are even happy to live their
lives (on screen'. Interned in the closed circuits of the Web,
they offer up their private lives for everyone to watch.
The collectivist introspection of these people, who
exemplify a universal voyeurism, is set to expand at the

teenth cent ury was
Adv ertising, which in the nine
before becoming in the
simply the publicizing of a product,
ng desire, is set in the
twentieth an industry for stimulati
pure communication. To
twenty-first century to become
rling of an advertising
this end it will require the unfu
zon of visibility of the
space which stretches to the hori
planet.

g satisfied with the
Global advertising, far from bein
TV or radio pro
een
classic poster or with brea ks betw
'environment',
of
m s, now requires the imposition its
grame
in the interim become
on a mass of TV viewers who have
tele-actors and tele-consumers.
a number of towns
To come back again to the Internet,
ts of their regions there.
forgotten by tourists vaunt the meri
vistas on the screen, while
Alpine hotels show off their fine
aring to equip their works
proponents ofland art are prep
can also travel vicari
with multiple Web cameras. You
Hong Kong, and even
ously: you can tour America, visit
polar darkness . . .
view an Antarctic station in its
ity, 'live transmission' has
qual
In spite of its poor optical
ting anyone and every
become a promotional tool direc
ge points.
one's gaze to some privileged vanta
to pass; it is merely a
ing
com
a
er
Happening is no long
is becoming the 'search
passing away. Electronic optics
-sight.
engine' of a now globalized fore
, it was simply a matter
If, in the past, with the telescope
ed looming up over the
of observing something unexpect
seeing what is happening
horizon, it is now a question of
on the hidden side of the
at the other end of the world,
the 'artificial horizon' of
planet. Thus, without the aid of
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multi-media, there is no possible way of negotiating the
.
electroruc ether of globalization.
The Earth, that phantom limb, no longer extends as

Ja.r as t�e eye can see; it presents all aspects of itself for inspec
tIon l� :he s�range little window. The sudden
.

CHAPTER 3

� :

multI lic tIon of points of view' merely heralds the latest

global izatIon: the globalization of the gaze, of the single eye

�

of he cyclops who governs the cave, that 'black box'

.

which Increasingly poorly conceals the great culminating
moment of history, a history fallen victim to the syndrome
of total accomplishment.

reasserted in his inau
On 20 January 1997, Bill Clinton
y ears the 'promise of
gural address that in the last hundred
stage to make this the
America exploded onto the world
that 'we will redeem
American Century'. He further stated
st century', with
ty-fir
twen
the promise of America in the
of democ
world
e
the USA standing at the head of a whol
president also spoke of
racies.1 Yet, in the same address, the
red, broken-down
a run-down American model, a fractu
l, for a major
carefu
not
democracy, heading, if they were

political catastrophe.
rican izatio n of the
W hat is it to be, then? An Ame
rd-worldism extend
world or the disorders of a pseudo-thi
And what is an
ns?
ing to assume plane tary prop ortio
, we may even ask, is
American century any way ? And what
America?

1 White House, Office of the Press Secretary, press release 20
January 1997, 12.05 pm EST.
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against an interloper with criminal intent, but of sharing
one's anxieties, one's obsessive fears with a whole network,
through over-exposure of a living space.
'I don't want people to come physically into my space.

CHAPTER 7

So, until I understood the potential of the Internet, I
couldn't get any outside help:
By this admission, June Houston illustrates the nature of
the so-called virtual community and the phantasmic exis
tence of a new type of localness, of social 'tele-localness'
which totally revolutionizes the notion of neighbourhood,
the temporal and spatial unity of physical cohabitation.
Moreover, some Internet users send the young woman
genuine 'surveillance reports' , indicating what they believe

To fight against the ghosts which seemed to be assailing

they have seen in her home. The site is code-named

her, a twenty-five-year-old American, June Houston, has

'Flyvision' .

just installed fourteen cameras in her house, providing con

This anecdote shows strikingly the emergence of a new

stant sur veillance of strategic sites: under the bed, in the

kind of tele-vision, a television which no longer has the

basement, outside the front door, etc.

task of informing or entertaining the mass of viewers, but

Each of these 'live-cams' is supposed to transmit sightings

of exposing and invading individuals' domestic space, like

on to a Web site. So the visitors who consult this site

a new form of lighting, which is capable of revolutionizing

become 'ghost watchers'.

the notion of neighbourhood unit, or of a building or district.

A dialogue box allows you to send a message to alert the

Thanks to this 'real-time' illumination, the space-time

young woman via the Internet if any kind of 'ectoplasm'

of everyone's apartment becomes potentially connected to

should manifest itself.

all others, the fear of exposing one's private life gives way

'It is as though the Internauts were becoming neigh

to the desire to over-expose it to everyone, to the point

bours, witnesses to what is happening to me; declared June

where, for June Houston, the arrival of 'ghosts', which

Houston.1
With this voyeurism, tele-surveillance takes on a new
meamng. It is no longer a question of forearming oneself

she so dreads, is merely the pretext for the invasion of her
dwelling by the 'virtual community' of furtive Internet
inspectors and investigators.
Flyvision

-

'vision volante'

-

is also 'vision volfe', stolen

vision: a vision from which the blind spots of daily life dis
1 Le Monde, 18 November 1997.

appear.
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It is, in fact, fair to say that this practice revolutionizes

electro-optic lighting is going to assist in the emergence of

classical local television from top to bottom. It revolu

the virtual reality of cyberspace.Building the space of the

tionizes the broadcasting of information programmes by

multi-media networks with the aid of tele-technologies

contributing to the total transformation of the transparency

surely then requires a new 'optic', a new global optics,

of sites and spaces of habitation, in the direction of a

capable of helping a panoptical vision to appear, a vision

purely mediatic trans-appearance of the real space of living

which is indispensable if the 'market of the visible' is to be

beings.

established.

Now, this paradoxical situation is currendy becoming

The much-vaunted globalization requires that we all

widespread, since the 'globalization of the single market'

observe each other and compare ourselves with one

demands the over-exposure of every activity; it requires the

another on a continual basis.

simultaneous creation of competition between companies,

Like June Houston, every economic and political system

societies and even consumers themselves, which now

in its turn enters the private life of all the others, forbidding

means individuals, not simply certain categories of 'target

any of them to free themselves for any length of time from

populations' .

this. competitive approach.

Hence the sudden, untimely emergence of a universal,

Hence a recent decision by the European Community

comparative advertising, which has relatively litde to do with

. to pass legislation on 'comparative advertising', in order to

publicizing a brand or a consumer product of some kind,

oppose systematic negative advertising campaigns and to

since the aim is now, through the commerce of the visible, to

ensure the protection of consumers from the verbal vio

inaugurate a genuine visual market, which goes far

lence involved in this type of commercial promotion.2

beyond the promoting of a particular company.

Today, control of the environment is very largely supplant

Seen like this, the gigantic concentration of telephone,

ing the social control of the constitutional state and, to this

television and computer communications companies

end, it has to establish a new type of transparency: the trans

becomes easier to understand - the MCI-WORLD COM
merger (the biggest transaction of all time ) and the sudden

parency of appearances instantaneously transmitted over a
distance ...This is the meaning of the commerce of the

conversion of Westinghouse, which was once an electric

visible, the very latest form of 'publicity '.

ity production company and has now moved into the
world telecommunications business.
Mter the direct lighting of cities by the magic of electric
ity in the twentieth century, the companies created by

For a multinational company or a society, the aim of
acquiring a global dimension requires all-out competi
tion, 'all-out' being a term that has fallen into disuse since
the end of the Cold War ('all-out' nuclear war, etc.)

these mergers are pioneering an indirect lighting of the world
for the twenty-first century.
Thanks to the promises of the magic of electronics,

2 U Monde, 16 September 1997.
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Making information resonate globally, which is neces

These are all variants on an investigation market which

sary in the age of the great planetary market, is in many

is taking on something of the appearance of totalitarian

ways going to resemble the practices and uses of military

espionage.

intelligence, and also political propaganda and its excesses.

Mter the first bomb, the atom bomb, which was capable

'He who knows everything fears nothing,' claimed Joseph

of using the energy of radioactivity to smash matter, the

Paul Goebbels not so long ago. From now on, with the

spectre of a second bomb is looming at the end of this mil

putting into orbit of a new type of panoptical control, he

lennium. This is the information bomb, capable of using

who sees everything - or almost every thing - will have noth

the interactivity of information to wreck the peace

ing more to fear from his immediate competitors.

between nations.5

You will, in fact, understand nothing of the information

revolution if you are unable to divine that it ushers in, in
purely cybernetic fashion, the revolution ifgeneralized snoop
ing.
How indeed is one to keep watch on the initiatives of

'On the Internet, there is a permanent temptation to
engage in terrorism, as it is easy to inflict damage �th
impunity,' declared a one-time hacker who is now a com
pany director,

one's competitors at the other end of the planet and obtain
a sample of a product which threatens your own? Since

and this danger grows with the arrival of new

1991, the French company Pick Up has met such a

categories of Internet users. The worst are not, as is

demand by creating a network of informers in twenty-five

generally believed, the political activists, but the

countries. Its journalists, investigators and consultants of

unscrupulous little businessmen who will go to any lengths
to do down a competitor who gets in their way.

various kinds - generally natives of the countries con
cerned - have had the task of maintaining an all-out

technological vigil.3

Their preferred weapons? The new bulk-mailing soft

And, in fact, some investigation agencies now act like

ware, invented by advertising people, which can submerge

real private information multinationals, battling over highly

a partic ular ser ver in a veritable 'mail-bombing' campaign

lucrative markets throughout the world.

As examples, we might cite the American Kroll agency,
the British companies Control Risk and DSI, or, in South

that enables anyone to become a 'cyber-terrorist' at litde
risk to themselves.
Once again, then, we see economic warfare advancing

Africa, the Executive Outcomes agency. 4

under the cover of promoting the greatest fr eedom of

3 Le

5 'La bombe informatique: entretien de Paul Virilio et Frederick
Kittler', Arte, 15, 1995.

Nouvel Observateur, 10 July 1997.
Paris-Match, autumn 1997.

4 See the article by Laurent Leger,
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communication, and in this kind of 'informational' con
flict, advertising strategies have to be recast.
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Thus the misleading nature of enforced competition
becomes a part of our economic, political and cultural

In his book, LA Publidte est-elle une arme absolue?, the

activities.

chairman of the Jump agency, Michel Hebert, tries to

The multinational enterprise sidelines the weak at their

demonstrate the need for 'guerrilla business', explaining

keypads; it sidelines these new 'citizens of the world' as

that the chain of communication has to be transformed

mere consumers of a kind of parlour game in which the

from top to bottom.6

conditioned reflex wins out over shared reflection. Might is

Hence the resistible rise of so-called interactive adver

right, but not rational here in a statistical phenomenon of

tising, which combines audiovisual entertainment with

the massification of social behaviour which threatens

marketing effectiveness.

democracy itself.

In France today, 700,000 households can show their inter
est in a product presented in a television advert by simply

As Albert Camus wittily observed, 'When we are all
guilty, that will be true democracy!'

pressing the OK button on their remote control keypad,

Mter ordinary 'grassing', calumny and slander - not to

thanks to the 'Open TV' and 'Media Highway' software

mention the social ravages of rumour-mongering, free

(for the TPS and Canal Satellite channels respectively).

telephone lines for 'informers' and telephone taps on sus

This is the consecration on mass TV of a kind of adver
tising which previously existed only on the Internet.
From interactive to comparative advertising is only a small
step. A small step for man, but a giant leap for inhumanity.
A giant leap towards 'mass snooping', the industrializa
tion of informing.

pects - we are now entering the era of optical snooping.
'rhis is bringing a general spread of sur veillance cameras,
not just into the streets, avenues, banks or supermarkets,
but also into the home: in the housing estates of the
poorer districts and, above all, with the worldwide prolif
eration of ,live-cams' on the Internet, where you can visit

'Comparisons are misleading', as the old saying goes.

the planet from your armchair thanks to Earthcam, a

But currendy, with the single market's requirement for

server which already has 172 cameras sited in twenty -five

global competition, comparison has become-a globalitar

countries. Or, alternatively, you can have access through

full-scale

Netscape Eye to thousands of on-line cameras angled not

over-exposure not just of places - as with the remote sur

just at tourism and business but towards a generalized

veillance of roads - but also of persons, their behaviour,

introspection.

ian

phenomenon,

which

requires

the

their actions and innermost reactions.

These are emblematic of a universal voyeurism which
directs everyone's gaze towards privileged 'points of view',
the sudden increase in 'points of view' never being any

6 'Naissance du business de guerilla',
1997.

Le

Figaro, 11 November

other than a heralding of the future 'points of sale' of the
latest globalization: the globalization ofthe gaze of the single eye.
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Active (wave ) optics, which revolutionizes the tradi
tional passive (geometric ) optics of the era of G alileo's
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those who do not conform to the norm - are today
described as 'humanitarian' .

telescope, as though the loss of the horizon of geograph

And what are we to say of the enthusiasm of post-indus

ical perspective necessitated the establishment of a

trial companies for the cellphone which enables them to

substitute horizon - the artificial horizon of a screen or

abolis

a monitor capable of permanendy displaying the prepon

life for their employees?

h the distinction between working hours and private

derance of the media perspective, the relief of the

Or the introduction in Britain not simply of 'part

'tele-present' event taking precedence over the three

time' but of 'zero-hour' contracts, accompanied by the

dimensions of the volume of the objects or places here

provision of a mobile phone. W hen the company needs

present.

you, it calls and you come running. The reinvention of a

Hence this proliferation of 'great lights in the sky' -

domestic servility ultimately on a par with the electronic

obser vation or communications satellites - which are

incarceration of offenders in the closed circuit of a police

preparing to saturate the orbital space of our planet, with

station.

the launch of Motorola's Iridium project, ofTeledesic and
the Alcatel company's Skybridge.

The smaller the world becomes as a result of the rela
tivistic effect of telecommunications, the more violendy

'Faster, smaller, cheaper' - this NASA slogan could

situations are concertinaed, with the risk of an economic

shordy become the watchword of globalization itself. But

and social crash that would merely be the extension of the

with one nuance, since the speed and smallness in question
would no longer refer to devices designed to conquer

visual crash of this 'market of the visible' , in which the
virtual bubble of the (interconnected ) financial markets is

extra-terrestrial space, but to our geography at the moment

never any other than the inevitable consequence of that

of its sudden temporal compression.

visual bubble of a politics which has become both panopti
cal and cybernetic.

The societies of confinement denounced by Michel

June Houston, our paranoid American, is then the

Foucault are being succeeded, then, by the societies of

unwitting heroine of a game which is merely beginning, a

control announced by Gilles Deleuze.

game in which everyone inspects and watches over all the

Have they not in France just authorized the use of elec
tronic tagging devices on prisoners released on parole,
transponders which enable them to be located at any

Europe alone, but the whole world - the world of business

point, thus avoiding further pressure on already over

American friend takes her inspiration from the screens of

crowded prisons?

Wall Street, updating the site report on her home every

others, looking for a spectre which is no longer haunting
and global geopolitics. Furthermore, our unbalanced

These inaugural practices - which will undoubtedly be

two or three minutes, thus keeping up the attentiveness of

extended in the future to other categories of deviants, to

watchers who - like New York's traders - are never really
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discouraged by anything. All the more so as our attractive
American lady posts photos of herself on the site from
time to time - still photos, of course.

/

CHAPTER 8

Following a complaint l()dged by a feminist anti-rape col
lective, a poster extolling the merits of a major chocolate
brand was immediately withdrawn, with apologies from
the advertising agency.
On the poster in question, you saw the black super
model Tyra Banks, her body naked and dripping with long
patches of white - cream, no doubt. And alongside, in
large lettering, ,were the words 'It's no use saying ((no", they

hear "yes": What alerted the anti-rape defence league was
not so much the image of this defiled female body as the
commentary accompanying it: a 'no' heard as a 'yes'. The

metaphor oj a voice being silenced.
Yet this ty pically audiovisual phenomenon is reproduced
every day in the mass media, in particular in television.
When the control room puts through images of violence,
sex and gore, the current affairs reporters are required to
comment on them in expurgated language, in order not to
offend or deter any category of listeners, any (economic,

\

racial, clinical, sexual, etc.) community, and hence keep the
au

nce figures stable.

